explained, the Soviets made a concerted effort to beat the United States to the Moon. Siddiqi's monumental 1,000-page book is one of the most important space-history books ever published. DeGroot fails to cite it and seems to be unaware of its existence.
The author is more adept at turning a phrase than erecting a solid edifice based on original source materials and exhaustive research. He states oh-so-matter-of-factly that the words uttered by Neil Armstrong when stepping off the Eagle were "canned" -a "freeze-dried slogan", a "meaningless" statement, "prepared earlier and then taken into space along with the Tang and the tubes of hamburgers". With just a little research the cynical author could have discovered that Armstrong's "one small step" was not in the least bit canned; inside the Lunar Excursion Module, the commander of Apollo 11 formulated it in the hours between landing and stepping down off the ladder. Nor did Apollo 11, incidentally, carry Tang or tubes of hamburgers.
For DeGroot, the Moon landing marked a "high point" in "America's love affair with science and technology", but also a decline in so much else about US society. Savouring the irony, he juxtaposes the capacity of Americans to build the sophisticated machinery needed to take them to the Moon with their inability any longer to build a decent car. While Ford Pintos exploded and AMC Gremlins fell apart, he says, Americans "arrived at parties to celebrate the lunar landing in Toyotas, Datsuns, Volkswagens, and Renaults" -another great soundbite, but one lacking fuel because, in 1969, imports made up a small fraction of the US car population, with Renault barely a blip on the screen.
In his preface, DeGroot relates that the Americans who walked on the Moon were his childhood heroes but, unlike the rocket scientists and spaceflight enthusiasts, he grew out of it, never succumbing to the sexual appeal of the rocket ship: "The tall, slender phallic tube sits on its pad while men who yearn for youth trade in techno-babble. The adventure appeals to most boys, some men, very few girls, and almost no women. Freud probably had a lot to say about this sort of thing." DeGroot is not the first to make the phallus comparison; others have argued that the language of engineering and rockets has been particularly sexist. But he does not reference any of those analyses, either. Nor did he look for data that could have shown that his categorical statement about women and spaceflight is shaky.
Having previously published what he describes as a depressing book on the history of the atomic bomb, DeGroot claims he hoped for spiritual uplift by turning his attention to a history of the Moon landings. But forlorn was he to find, in place of his childhood heroes, "a gang of cynics, manipulators, demagogues, tyrants, and even a few criminals". Apollo was not a high-water mark for our species, he says, but "a brilliant deception, a glorious swindle".
"Hubris took America to the Moon" is DeGroot's thesis, but all he really proves is that hubris sometimes writes a book.
